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A society of states is premised on "soft power" notions and ordering principles. These include, among others, reputation, prestige, social capital, universal notions of justice, and international networks involving trade, finance conventions, diplomacy, and negotiations. In unison, these substantively impact, expand, and reconfigure the perceptions and behavior of international actors. According to Monocle Magazine, soft power refers to the ability of a state to achieve a desired outcome through the leveraging of legitimacy, or better still, attraction. Soft power eschews the traditional foreign policy implements of carrot and stick, relying instead upon . . . reputation and benevolent disposition . . . soft power opens up a third front, supplementing the traditional mediums of international relations: governments and [state foreign policy makers]. 1 Soft power, unlike "hard power"-viz., military capability, is distinct because states' influence in international affairs is relational and fluid in nature; concepts, perceptions, and interpretation take place in an evolving systemic context, giving rise to complex adaptive behavior among the constituent components of the international system. Jonathan McClory notes that soft power is the ability of a state to influence the actions of another through persuasion or attraction, rather than coercion . . . power can be wielded in three ways: threat of force (stick), inducement of payments (carrot) or shaping the preferences of others. Soft power eschews the traditional foreign policy implements of carrot and stick, relying instead on the attractiveness of a nation's institutions, culture, politics and foreign policy, to shape the preferences of others. In light of the role CCNs have come to assume in international organization, do societal notions of international order rooted in soft power create viable alternative spaces for a conceptual framework(s) and set(s) of empirical practices that challenge the intelligibility of international order under a state system paradigm? Is it the case that the state, which under a system-of-states paradigm is "politically incontestable, " 3 is becoming less significant in an emergent society of states? Some commentators claim that there has been a continuous and relative decline of the nation-state in relation to other international institutional and
